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Travelport gives Sandals Resorts (UCHL) the ability to add lights to its
luxury destinations
14 June 2017
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Travelport (NYSE: TVPT), a leading Travel Commerce Platform, and Unique Caribbean
Holidays Limited (UCHL) - trading as Sandals and Beaches Resorts -have today announced
their first-ever GDS deal.
Last month UCHL began offering Luxury Included® holidays to Sandals and Beaches Resorts,
direct to the trade for the first time. This agreement will now enable agents to compare and
select flights alongside Sandals resort packages.
UCHL offers a diverse collection of 20 properties in seven countries including Antigua,
Bahamas, Barbados, Grenada, Jamaica, St Lucia, Turks & Caicos Islands. Luxury all-inclusive
hotel specialists, Sandals and Beaches Resorts, prides itself on offering more inclusions than
anywhere else worldwide, as well as unrivalled product innovations within the region, including
the Caribbean’s first Over the Water Suites that recently launched in Jamaica and St. Lucia.
Through its debut agreement to connect to Travelport’s leading access to global travel provider
content, UCHL can further differentiate its offer by providing comprehensive pre-packaged
holidays, rather than obliging agents to go directly to each airline website to piece together a
travel itinerary. With Travelport, agents can offer a more personalized travel experience based
on information beyond just rate and availability and build the Sandals and Beaches brands by
meeting the expectations of the always-connected consumer.

Karl Thompson, Managing Director at UCHL, said: “We’re delighted to have struck our
inaugural GDS partnership with Travelport. We are confident that Travelport’s industry-leading
technology will help differentiate our Luxury Included packages from competing resorts by
providing agents with the comprehensive flight and ancillary options expected by our
customers.”
Paul Broughton, Managing Director at Travelport UK & Ireland, commented: “We are delighted
that UCHL has recognized Travelport’s air merchandising platform capabilities to enable it to
market and sell more effectively to agents and travellers. We are looking forward to supporting
UCHL as it continues to differentiate its brand and grow its business”.

About Travelport
Travelport is the technology company which makes the experience of buying and managing travel continually
better. It operates a travel commerce platform providing distribution, technology, payment and other
solutions for the global travel and tourism industry. The company facilitates travel commerce by connecting
the world’s leading travel providers with online and offline travel buyers in a proprietary business-to-business
(B2B) travel platform.
Travelport has a leading position in airline merchandising, hotel content and distribution, car rental, mobile
commerce and B2B payment solutions. The company also provides IT services to airlines, such as shopping,
ticketing, departure control and other solutions. With net revenue of over $2.5 billion in 2018, Travelport is
headquartered in Langley, U.K., has over 3,700 employees and is represented in approximately 180 countries
and territories.

Sandals Resorts
Sandals Resorts offers two people in love with the most romantic, Luxury-Included® holiday experience in
the Caribbean. With 17 stunning beachfront settings in Jamaica, Antigua, Saint Lucia, The Bahamas,
Barbados and Grenada, Sandals Resorts offers more quality inclusions than any other resort company on the
planet. Signature Love Nest suites for the ultimate in privacy and service; butlers trained by the English Guild
of Professional Butlers; Red Lane Spa®; 5-Star Global Gourmet™ dining, ensuring top-shelf spirits, premium
wines and gourmet specialty restaurants; Aqua Centres with expert PADI® certification and training; fast WiFi from beach to bedroom and WeddingMoons®, for dream destination weddings are all Sandals Resorts
exclusives. Sandals Resorts is part of family-owned Sandals Resorts International (SRI), which includes
Beaches Resorts and is the Caribbean’s leading all-inclusive resort company.

Beaches Resorts
With three spectacular locations in Turks & Caicos and Jamaica, Beaches Resorts is the ultimate getaway for
every member of the family. With outrageous waterparks, XBOX® Play Lounge, the Scratch DJ Academy,
exclusive Kids Camps, teen nightclubs, Certified Nannies, Butler service, Red Lane® Spas, Aqua Centres with
expert PADI® certification and training; and free Wi-Fi, Beaches Resorts provides more quality inclusions
than any other resort company on the planet. As a proud sponsor of Sesame Street, Beaches Resorts also
offers the Caribbean Adventure with Sesame Street®, where kids can spend their holiday with their favourite
friends from the Sesame Street gang with daily activities and weekly stage shows. Beaches Resorts are also the
perfect place for family gatherings from reunions and special birthdays to FamilyMoons®, Beaches’ signature
destination wedding and vow renewal programme. Beaches Resorts is part of family-owned Sandals Resorts
International (SRI), which includes Luxury-Included® Sandals Resorts and is the Caribbean’s leading allinclusive resort company.
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